relationship to the source text (or, in Genette's terms, the "hypotext") that has the potential to enrich and conceptually expand both works of art. In some ways Dean Krouk's "Reimagining Ibsen's Women in Will Eno's Gnit" might on the surface be seen as the polar opposite of Lisi's arguments regarding a philosophical meditation on death. Krouk focuses on a recent adaptation that makes overt use of absurd humor as a mechanism for "rewriting" Peer Gynt in a contemporary American context. Yet in fact, Krouk shares with Lisi an intense sensitivity regarding how literary or dramatic language has the potential to reveal deeply existential questions, even when-or perhaps especially when?couched in terms of humor. Krouk gives a reading of Will Eno's 2013 play, Gnit, which transforms the two major female characters, "Solvejg" and "Aase," into "Solvay" and "Mother," respectively; notably Krouk too dwells on the death scene, as well as on "Peter Gnit's" return to "Solvay's" cabin. Calling it a "faithful misreading" Ibsen's Peer Gynt, Krouk claims that Eno productively "de-romanticizes" the women in Peer Gynt. This thoughtful close reading of an adaptation has the potential to open up new perspectives on the hypotext as well.
Finally, we offer just one book review in this issue of Ibsen Studies, Sos Eltis' response to Joan Templeton's Shaw's Ibsen: A Re-Appraisal, which was published by Palgrave Macmillan in 2018.
